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the story of  my 
WARDROBE

My life in clothes
My Julien  

MacDonald coat
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My red 
 

dress THIS MONTH, LISA EVANS WAS INVITED TO THE HOME
OF PERSONAL STYLIST SHAN WILLIAMS, WHO SPEAKS
ABOUT HOW SHE CHOOSES CLOTHES TO SUIT HER
FRAME, AND WHAT HER FAVOURITE STATEMENT PIECES
ARE.
How organised is your wardrobe?
I don’t own masses of clothes that I never
wear. I own a few select purchases of
statement clothes which are easy to keep tidy
and organised.

What is your favourite item of clothing?
My pink crochet dress is my favourite item

because it makes me feel confident and bright.
I don’t like to fade into the background in
dull colours. Choosing a colour that suits you
is vital in creating balance and harmony with
your skin tone. I like vibrant, energetic,
healthy colours tones. I love the shape of this
dress too. No matter how much I love the
look of something on the hanger, if it doesn’t

accentuate my body shape, I put it back.

What are your favourite items to buy?
I love dresses; I’d say they’re my favourite
thing to buy.

I don’t look good in jeans as I have quite
narrow hips – but dresses create the illusion of
length. I like to think of every purchase I
make as an investment, and I’d rather buy an
item that’s a little bit more expensive so that
you can trust the quality of it.

A lot of women have heaps of clothes but
they always say ‘I’ve got nothing to wear’,
whereas I don’t have a huge amount of
clothes, but I wear them all.

My red dress, which I bought from
Australia, was a great investment. It makes
me feel good about myself as it doesn’t show

any lumps and bumps, and red is the colour
of confidence.

What is your favourite shop?
I enjoy going into local Swansea and
Cowbridge boutiques to get unique items, but
I do like to shop when I’m in other countries
too. When I went on holiday to Hong Kong
with other Colour Me Beautiful consultants,
we all went shopping together.

It was funny because we were telling each
other what clothes suited who. My friends
suggested that I buy a green dress, which
draws attention to my assets (chest and legs)
rather than my middle.

What is your number one statement piece?
Every woman needs a statement brightly
coloured coat. Mine is from Julien
MacDonald, and it’s a lime green colour
which suits my skin tone.

How would you describe your style?
I go for bold, vivid prints as I have a
‘dramatic style’ personality. There are six
types of style personality, they are: Natural —
to describe a style that is all about flat shoes
and comfort; Classic — which is regal and
elegant like the Queen; Creative — which suits
those who like to have fun with their clothing
and shop in retro or charity stores like
Vivienne Westwood; Dramatic — for those
who enjoy making a statement, like Madonna
or Gwen Stefani; Romantic — which is a pretty
and textured style like Kylie Minogue’s; and
Chic — which Kate Middleton represents
perfectly as it’s a beautifully groomed style.

What items do you avoid wearing at all
costs?
I can’t wear high heels because I find them
difficult to walk in.

My staple shoes have kitten heels as these

“If you get to
know your style
and what suits
you, you can
always look

fashiona ble.”
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My Lulu
  

Guinne
ss bag

I love fashion!

 
1-STOP 
SHOP
at Marks & Spencer

give me a little lift, help me to walk
confidently and they go with all outfits —
giving you an edgy look.

What is your favourite accessory?
My bag by Lulu Guinness which I bought
in London. It’s my one and only designer
item so I treasure it. I didn’t pay full price
for it — there was £200 off the original
price so I had to buy it.

How important is fashion to you?
I’m often nicknamed ‘‘Gok Shan’’ after my
love of fashion. As I work in the fashion
industry I am constantly aware of what
people are wearing. When I walk down
the street I look at people and just know
what would suit them. As Coco Chanel
once said: fashion fades, only style
remains the same. If you get to know your
style and what suits you, you can always
look fashionable.

Who is your style icon?
Vivienne Westwood. She is also my
favourite designer. She’s quirky and
would always make an entrance with her
outfits.

MEET SHAN WILLIAMS
Shan, 54, is an award
winning personal stylist and a
trainer for Colour Me Beautiful
— one of Europe's leading
personal stylist training
organisations. From her
studios in Swansea and
Wiltshire, she works with
individuals to modify their
clothing style to suit their body
shape, colouring, personality,
lifestyle and budget.
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“When I walk
down the street I

look at people
and just know

what would suit
them.”

HALF PRICE
Christmas Offers
at Fitness Direct

Unit 8, Celtic Trade Park, Bruce Road,
Fforestfach, Swansea, SA5 4HS
Telephone: 07951 612000 / 01792 588369

Offers end 22nd December 2012 or whilst stocks last

Get the body you dreamed of by working
out on the Marcy exercise equipment available from
Fitness Direct, the largest dedicated fitness store in Wales.
These deluxe cardio products will not only help with the lbs

but are also very easy on the £s with these amazing half
price Christmas offers at Fitness Direct. Visit the

showroom in Fforestfach or phone for
further details.

If you are looking for a total body workout then
look no further than the Marcy
ER6000D Elliptical Cross Trainer. This
dual action trainer will provide an
effective low impact exercise routine,
working both upper and lower body.
Your training is enhanced with an
adjustable 8 level resistance system
along with a workout computer to
monitor your time, speed, distance,
calories and pulse.

The Marcy CL303 Cycle will fulfil your workout needs with its 8
level adjustable resistance system along with a workout computer to

monitor your time, speed, distance, calories and pulse. All this as well as an
adjustable seat and self levelling pedals with toe straps which ensures comfort

for the user.

Alternatively buy
both for £249.99!

CL303
RRP £249.99

Christmas Offer
£124.99

ER6000D:
RRP £299.99

Christmas Offer
£149.99
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